
Hospitality Furnishings & Design, Inc.

is an award–winning Interior Design and Procurement firm focused on 

the Hospitality Industry.  Founded in 2001 by a hotel operator, it’s this 

ownership legacy that has molded the Company’s Ethos as a customer 

first organization. Our entire team is trained to think like an owner and 

take action on a project like an ally and partner.  HFD’s award winning 

acclaimed designers; produce hotel experiences that are amazing and 

unique while still staying in line with brand standards and ownership 

budgets. Our Cloud based proprietary Services Management Platform, 

Overture™ , is creating a new Gold Standard in Hospitality by 

innovating the industry’s design and project delivery processes. 

Overture™ provides real time connectivity with manufacturers, logistic 

companies, and our team to provide you the most accurate customer 

facing project updates via the Web, Interactive Messaging, and through 

an APP. HFD leverages this Business Intelligence Platform to protect 

you, the brand, and your project functioning as the only true single-

source FF&E solutions provider in the Industry.  

Interior Design.   Procurement.   Project Management.   Logistics. 

With thousands of completed projects,  30+ years of 

hospitality experience,  unmatched technology 

automation,  25+ Accredited Designers,  100’s of 

employees and partners,  and over $100 Million in FF&E 

buying power; HFD delivers the most cost effective and 

inspired hotel projects in the industry today.  

HFD is an approved supplier and partner with all of the 

major hospitality brands giving you a one stop shop for 

your entire portfolio. See a full list of programs here: 

http://www.HFDCorp.com/Brand-Programs
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To see more of our award-winning custom and brand standardprojects, 
visit our project gallery here:

http://www.HFDCorp.com/Portfolio-Gallery


